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CARLISLE CITY COUNCIL

Report to:- Carlisle City Council
Date of Meeting:- 15 July 2008 Agenda Item No:-

Public

Title:- FAMILIES HOSTEL REPLACEMENT PROJECT

Report of:- Director of Development Services

Report reference:- DS 90/08

Summary:- The Council is invited to consider the recommendations from the Executive for
the replacement of the families hostel with new temporary accommodation and a Centre of
Excellence.

Recommendations:

Further to the Executive Committee meetings on 29 May 2008 (attached report DS 63/08)
and 30 June 2008 (attached report DS 74/08) the Executive, as set out in Minute 124/08
and Minute 153/08, recommends the City Council to approve the following proposed
capital scheme for the Hostel replacement totalling £3.89m in 2008/9 to 2009/10, to be
funded as follows:

a) Accept the Government grant offer of £1.89 million with attached conditions
b) Confirm the allocation of £400,000 Regional Housing Board grant from 2007/08 which

has already been agreed, in Ex.334/07
c) Confirm the allocation and release of £750,000 from the £1,250,000 Housing Strategy

budget in 2008/9 and agree the reprofiling of this amount to 2009/10
d) The commitment of £400,000 from the Regional Housing Board grant for 2009/10
e) Confirm the decision to sell, and ringfence the capital receipt(assumed to be £450,000)

from, the London Road Hostel (Ex.334/07)
f) The allocation of interim funding from the Capital Programme for 2010/11 in the event

of a delay in selling the existing hostel, the capital receipt from which will be
subsequently credited back to the programme funding.
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Contact Officer: Rob Stephenson Ext: 7217

Catherine Elliot
Director of Development Services
03 July 2008



Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985
the report has been prepared in part from the following papers: Executive report DS. 63/08 and
minutes from Executive meeting 29 May 2008
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REPORT TO EXECUTIVE

PORTFOLIO AREA: Health and Communities
Date of Meeting: 30 June 2008
Public
Key Decision: Yes Recorded in Forward Plan: Yes
Inside Policy Framework

Title: Families Hostel Replacement Project
Report of: Director of Development Services
Report reference: DS.74/08

Summary:

This report presents report DS.63/08 that went to Executive on 29/5/08. The report was
forwarded to Community Overview and Scrutiny for comment at their meeting on the
5/6/08. The meeting did not deal with any business and no comments are forwarded.
 To date the Council has approved £400,000 for 2008/9 in its capital programme for the
family hostel replacement. The recommendations below set out changes to this for Council
to consider. The attached Appendix 1 sets out information in response to questions raised
at the Executive briefing about the location and nature of the scheme.

Recommendations:

The recommendations are as follows:

1. That the Executive recommend the City Council to approve the proposed capital
scheme for the Hostel Replacement totalling £3.89m in 2008/09 to 2010/11 to be
funded as follows:

a) Acceptance of the Government grant offer of £1.89 million and attached
conditions.

b) Confirmation of the allocation of £400,000 Regional housing board grant from
2007/08 which had already been agreed in (EX334/07).

c) The allocation and release of £750,000 from the £1,250,000 Housing Strategy
budget in 2008/09.  The reprofiling of this amount to 2009/10

d) The commitment of £400,000 from the Regional Housing Board grant for 2009/10.
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e) Confirmation of the decision to sell and ring fence the Capital Receipt (assumed to
be £450,000) from the London Road Hostel (EX 334/07).

f) The allocation of interim funding from the Capital Programme for 2010/11 in the
event of a delay in selling the existing hostel, the Capital Receipt from which will
be subsequently credited back to the programme fundings.

2. That it be noted that although there will be loss of car parking revenue from the site
at John Street, the proposed development would produce higher revenue savings
from efficiency gains through service integration, which would lead to net savings to
the Council overall.

3. That it be agreed that a planning application for the project be submitted.

C Elliot
Director of Development Services

Contact Officer: Rob Stephenson Ext: 7217
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Appendix 1

Concern has been expressed about the proposal to co-locate the women’s hostel adjacent
to the men’s hostel, on the basis of the risks it may pose to women and children staying
there

• There were some risks  identified and recognised in the initial discussions about the
project. However following consultation with residents in the existing women’s hostel
and with staff the initial plans were amended and a better layout and design features
incorporated to enable us to minimise, manage and control any risks.  The perceived
risks inherent in co location of the men’s and women’s facilities are already inherent in
the existing women’s hostel at London Road or in the wider community where
homeless women may be accommodated.

• The design of the scheme will mean that the men’s hostel will still have its own
separate entrance and the reception area for homelessness and other services will be
a new separate entrance on Shaddongate.  There will separate, secure, anonymous
access for women and families only, accessible by electronically controlled access
systems. Any woman will therefore have separate access to their accommodation and
facilities if they are uncomfortable with, or feel threatened by, using the main reception
area for access.

• The main provider of accommodation for women fleeing domestic violence in Carlisle is
Impact Housing Association through their women’s refuge. This will continue to be the
key resource for women fleeing domestic violence in Carlisle as Impact develop their
new refuge facilities, which will replace their refuge with self contained, purpose built
accommodation . However we do from time to time have to accommodate women
fleeing domestic violence  if the refuge is full or otherwise inaccessible. Following
discussions and negotiations with the police and Impact we expect that in future the
Council will accommodate less women fleeing domestic violence than recently.  In
addition if there is a particular risk or issue for any individual woman in future related to
their being placed in the new hostel, we have two options for how we can deal with this.
First of all we will have arrangements in place with Impact for a “swop” – a transfer of
our client to their refuge and with us accommodating another woman from the refuge
in our hostel if necessary. Secondly we also are able to use our homeshares
accommodation for any women who would prefer not to occupy a flat in the new hostel.
By working in this way no woman fleeing domestic violence will be denied appropriate,
safe and supported accommodation in future.  Indeed because of the new
accommodation being self contained, women and their families will be better protected
and their stay in temporary accommodation will be less stressful and more comfortable
than is the case now.
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• The new hostel will create significantly better facilities for children and parents than
exist at the present hostel, including safe and secure play facilities inside and outside.

• The scheme has been designed to create a safe environment for women and families.
However we have consulted the Cumbria Constabulary Crime Prevention/Architectural
Liaison Officer who has suggested a number of  improvements to the design and layout
to further enhance security and protection. We will discuss these further with him and
his recommendations will be incorporated in the final scheme design wherever
possible.

• The government’s specialist advisors on homelessness and the Places of Change
programme support the proposed scheme and recognise it as a model of good design
and which will promote excellent practice in homelessness services

•  Homeless Link, funded by Government and acknowledged as experts on developing
homelessness services fully support the concept and way the Council proposes to
deliver the project, and are actively involved in assisting the Council to implement the
new hostel/Centre of Excellence model

• The project is supported by Carlisle Homelessness Improvement Partnership including
housing associations, supporting people and voluntary agencies as the likely base for
delivery of enhanced services for homeless men and women, through the Healthy
Aspirations and Learning Opportunities programme. This will create positive
opportunities for both women and men to escape homelessness, move on with their
lives and achieve a new, stable and sustainable home in the community.

• There will be two local consultation meetings with the Shaddongate Residents
Association and a special Neighbourhood Forum in early July to explain the project and
consider comments and suggestions.


































